
CASE STUDY FOR
OLD HOUSE OF FRASER BUILDING,
HIGH STREET, DUNDEE



THE JOB
Re-creating such a variety of authentic period windows to

fit the exact measurements of their original apertures

was no easy job, requiring meticulous attention to detail

by Sturrocks craftsmen. In all shapes and sizes, each

window had its own unique characteristics with many

having arched heads while others were curved. Another

complication was that this exercise was part of a major

refurbishment to the store in general, necessitating

strictly timed production and installation to coincide with

the Main Contractor’s programme for phased hand-over.

THE RESULT
The windows were manufactured and glazed in our

workshop and then fitted by the Sturrocks installation

team – on time, on budget and entirely in keeping with the

stringent aesthetic demands of the building’s Grade A

listed status. One good job always leads to another and,

as a result of this work, we were also asked to undertake

an additional contract involving the refurbishment of

adjoining shop fronts. But that’s another story...
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“Sturrocks Joinery provided
a traditional joinery service,
with all of the hallmarks of
true tradesmen.”

OLD HOUSE OF FRASER BUILDING,
HIGH STREET, DUNDEE

THE CHALLENGE
We thrive on challenges at Sturrocks. That’s why we were selected as the ideal

choice for this contract to replace – with exact replicas – all existing sash and

case windows on a Grade A listed façade extending over four storeys. 



CASE STUDY FOR
BALDRAGON HOMES, DUNDEE



THE JOB
Working from architect’s drawings and site measurements

supplied by the Main Contractor, the first stage was

for our design team to produce workshop drawings for

each individual stair type allowing for the smallest

variation in size or siting, house by house. Although

relatively straightforward, the precision accuracy of this

initial design work was vital. With no time to spare and

other jobs already booked in, we always knew we would

be up against it fitting in such a large volume of extra

capacity, leaving no margin for even the slightest error

on any production run. 

THE RESULT
All units were manufactured within the set budget

and delivered on the dates stipulated by the Main

Contractor. Despite all the contractual constraints

placed upon us, the end result won praise from the

Site Agent who made clear just how impressed he

was with the outstanding quality of the manufacture

and finish.  
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“Sturrocks really pulled out the
stops for us and delivered a first
class job. I would recommend
them to anyone.”

BALDRAGON HOMES,
DUNDEE

THE CHALLENGE
The budget was tight, the timescale even tighter – but with the can-do culture

at Sturrocks, we couldn’t resist the challenge of this contract to manufacture

56 sets of staircases for a housing development in Dundee.



CASE STUDY FOR
GREENHOUSE REFURBISHMENT
FOR TURRIFF NURSERIES



THE JOB
This type of job was tailor-made for Sturrocks,

harnessing time-served skills to the task of removing

all defective timber components and replacing them

with newly manufactured units that had to blend in

perfectly with what remained of the original listed

construction. At the same time, we also had the

responsibility of appointing other trades such as

glaziers, plumbers and painters and co-ordinate their

work in the most efficient and economic way to satisfy

all the client’s pre-conditions on time and money.

THE RESULT
Budget met, timescale met – and a very happy client

who re-opened for business bang on schedule.
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“I was very impressed with the high
standard of workmanship and the
way Sturrocks managed every
aspect of the refurbishment to keep
the work on track. Well done!”

GREENHOUSE REFURBISHMENT
FOR TURRIFF NURSERIES

THE CHALLENGE
In appointing Sturrocks to act as Main Contractor on the complete refurbishment

of a large listed Victorian greenhouse, there were two factors of overriding

importance to our Nursery Owner client – first, the need to re-open the greenhouse

for business on a certain date and, secondly, getting the job done on a fixed budget

including all sub-contractor fees. And the challenges posed by this particular

contract didn’t stop there...



CASE STUDY FOR
REFURBISHMENT OF PAVILION
AT BAXTER PARK, DUNDEE



THE JOB
Meeting this constraint involved sourcing existing Pitch

Pine battens and then ripping them to the required

sizes after first removing any existing metalwork and

nails! As if this wasn’t challenge enough in itself, we

then had to scarf the reclaimed timber into the existing

screens, doors and windows after all defective timbers

had been removed. Finally, each unit was totally

stripped back to the bare wood and completed by

matching existing stains and finishings.

THE RESULT
An environmentally friendly restoration that successfully

returned all components to good-as-new condition

with timber totally sympathetic to the integrity of the

original manufacture. Which only goes to show, yet

again, that nobody can work wonders with wood like

the experts at Sturrocks.
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“We were delighted that a local
firm could offer the level of
expertise necessary to complete
this job to our exact specifications.
Every last detail was taken care of
and the end result exceeded all
our expectations. A brilliant job.”

REFURBISHMENT OF PAVILION
AT BAXTER PARK, DUNDEE

THE CHALLENGE
Our long established environmental credentials made Sturrocks an ideal
choice for this contract to refurbish and replace windows, doors and
screens at Baxter Park as the client insisted that the timber used had to be
Pitch Pine from a reclaimed source.


